
A pet peeve of mine, and I'm sure you'll agree That's all of the clues. There's no more! Please move on…
Are those words used in Scrabble, not ones and not threes Moreover I've given you punctuation!
The words I despise are the ones non-dynamic
Those two-letter, archaic words bigrammatic. Just split up Block 1 into shorterer bits

Insert them in Block 2 wherever they fits.
Try to win games with just long words and bingos I've marked all the capitals, too, for your ease.
It's easier, mate, to be eaten by dingos. Can you backsolve it? Well, I don't mind, so yes please.
You see what I mean? Do you grok my distaste?
Do I need, then, to spell it all out and post haste? What I'm trying to say is I like little words

But these Scrabular ones make no sense, they're absurd!
I'll do it, by gum, in the way of a puzzle. Should I play Words with Friends? It's no point, I have neither
Block 1 (on page 2) contains words you must nuzzle. So fill the gray squares while I go take a breather.
Put those wordlets I hate in the 2-letter spaces
All letters, (combined) will make famouser phrases! You have all the clues -- yes one hundred percented!

(This puzzle is awkward and unprecedented.)
The rhyme (down below) gives the grams you'll disperse This talking in circles is now put to bed
I've clued them in order, two clues in each verse. And soon you will see that  _   _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _  _ _ _ _ !
The clues, they are vaguely Brit-cryptic in kind
Without further adieu, sixty clues, thirty lines…

1 A train in Chicago, surname in Peking.
2 Played in Japan a "shrimp boy's" missing thing.
3 A short interjection re: masculine sex
4 What's said after So, it's two-fifths of Essex.

5 A craps bet wins 200 bucks if you "Pass"
6 Not off it's the grade that means worst in your class.
7 Negate again isn't what's cut from" piece gum"
8 Librarian's asking the heart of Tom Yum.

9 Two naughts just like letters egyptian for soul
10 A staff and some "nutz" (just the middle, not whole).
11 "Despicable" pronoun for guards it means halt
12 Top without tail? Neato minus the not?

13 Slight disappointment in following land-
14 Two Euros for your maiden name it's short hand.
15 Sumerian god after Popeye says "I"
16 Stammering, it's the name of that "Weird" guy.

17 Listen! "I'm scary" (two letters, then jet)
18 Direction in Hebrew the third after bet.
19 A sewery clown is reversed, "he" as well
20 A carbonless Cat on a hot tin roof yell.

21 I tell you it is an amount you must wait
22 It used to mean "closer", vou minus its tete.
23 Post-God rest, pre-merry, the eating, post-doin
24 What 99 luft held Euphratean ruin?

25 Illusory art form? No, but it is broke
26 Edgar Allen, no ending, is pulling a yoke.
27 A gimme, in. So, much the same, you'll agree
28 Hypothetical and missing last of its three.

29 His Eminence, headless and tailless: Woof!
30 Behold, it's a method of breaking a roof.

BIGRAMICAL RHYMBLES, by Sriracha

Translation for the non-Seussians:

Each numbered line of verse will clue two 2-letter 
words: specifically, 2-letter words that are Scrabble-
legal. After a fashion, the clues are vaguely similar to 
Cryptic puzzles. The part of the verse that clues the first 
of the two words for that line starts at the beginning, 
and the part of the line that clues the second word is at 
the end of that line. However, where one ends and the 
next starts is up to you to figure out. Unlike cryptics, 
however, I have either used a definition or wordplay... 
not both.

Plug those bigrams into Block 1. Each set of words 
should be placed in order. For example, the 2-letter 
word clued by the left side of Line 1 goes in the first 
gray spaces marked "1" and the second word goes in 
the second space marked "1". When completed, you 
will discover 14 Dr. Seuss titles (minus punctuation). 
Plug those into the blanks in Block 2. The punctuation in 
Block 2 should help, as will the number of 
letters/squares in each title. Additionally, capital letters 
are indicated by squares that have a double underline.

When all's done, you will find a phrase (read down the 
middle in the shaded squares) that completes my 
rhyme.

"And soon you will see that 
 _   _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _  _ _ _ _ !"
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